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Last year Airbnb disrupted the hospitality industry to the tune of $1 billion, according to an iModerate report.

The report found that Airbnb clients skew young and budget-conscious, with a taste for adventure and a craving for
local culture, compared to hotel clients who see the hotel itself as a destination. Boutique labels are an effective way
to acquire Airbnb users, but consumers often choose based on what they want from the trip.

"The idea of boutique hotels bridging the gap is an interesting one, and while their existence and rise in popularity
can't be solely attributed to the rise in other lodging options such as Airbnb, it's  certainly a part of it as hotels seek to
edge out any competition that can steal market share," said Adam Rossow, chief marketing officer of iModerate.

"These boutique properties often seek to provide a more unique, localized experience (much like an Airbnb) but still
give travelers the sense of security and trust they crave," he said. "However, it doesn't seem as black and white on
which consumers will choose a hotel or an Airbnb.

"Of course, you have some that are absolute in their choice, but it's  situational for many travelers and their choice
revolves around what they want and expect from that particular business trip, vacation, etc."

Introvert or extrovert?
While hotels appeal to consumers because they offer familiarity and certainty, Airbnb has attracted frequent visitors
for the opposite reason. The thrill of not knowing for sure what one will get and the accompanying possibility of
unique experiences interests younger travelers.

Women, iModerate found, especially appreciate being in an environment resembling a home rather than a hotel.
The chance to be near and live like locals in neighborhoods removed from commercial hotel properties is another
draw for Airbnb lodgers, and is something hotels will have difficulty countering.
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Equally troubling, chain hotels are antithetical to what these consumers want. Even by replicating some of the
advantages of Airbnb such as a kitchen hotels would need to completely reverse the values and attitudes of Airbnb
frequenters, a difficult proposition.

The preferred host experiences are also antagonistic: Airbnb users want a host who is present when needed but
generally makes the guests feel safe through their absence. Hotel concierge, on the other hand, prides himself or
herself on being present to handle even the small things so that guests do not need to worry about it.

In addition to trustworthy hosts, hotels appeal to private, more introverted guests. They want the predictability and the
security that Airbnb cannot offer.

Despite the polarity, iModerate found that boutique hotels, such as Starwood's Aloft, can appeal in the same way that
Airbnb can. Smaller properties mean that a presence in residential neighborhoods and a feeling of adventure that
large hotels lack and that guests and employees can interact more personably.
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Boutiques therefore inhabit a space more adventurous than large hotel brands but more secure than Airbnb. By
developing or acquiring more intimate properties, acquiring smaller brands, hotels can look to capitalize on the
influx of frequent travelers that Airbnb has played a large role in enabling.

While some brands hope that the latest technological advances endear them to millennials, iModerate found that
beyond WiFi, digital was not a top concern. Instead, training employees to naturally offer personal
recommendations could create the environment Airbnb clients prefer.

New customers, new competitors
Hotels are paradoxically caught between the promise of increased travel opportunity and desire among worldwide
consumers on one hand and more competition than ever on the other.

Online travel agency Priceline and home-sharing service Airbnb have higher valuations than any hotel chain,
according to a recent report by L2.

Over the last five years, the market share of the top 10 luxury hoteliers has remained stagnant at 27 percent but home-
sharing platforms could offer a future threat to the business. As such services attract tomorrow's luxury consumer
and online travel agencies eat away at margins, hotels must focus on superb digital platforms and unique
experiences (see story).

Some hotel brands have already acted on the potential that boutique properties offer.

More than two years ago, Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts expanded upon its first boutique property in the United
States after agreeing to brand and manage The Surf Club in Surfside, FL.

When the addition is completed, the property will have approximately 80 rooms and 150 homes and penthouses. The
Surf Club was acquired in 2012 and offers a more personable and residential alternative to larger Four Seasons
hotels. (see story).

"'Boutique' is synonymous with 'luxury' for many consumers; their expectation of a stay at a boutique hotel included
superior service, upscale spa experiences and nicer amenities throughout (including the little things, like soap in the
rooms)," Mr. Rossow said. "It's  quirkier but equally, if not more, luxurious than the hotel stay that they're used to.

"These smaller, more personal offshoots of your Hilton's and Marriott's  won't render Airbnb obsolete by any means,
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as the idea of a home, a host and something shared and hyper local is very appealing," he said. "However, they may
help shift the perception of hotels from a place of comfort, consistency and amenities to that of something that is a
bit more adventurous and exciting while still being trustworthy and reliable."
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